
FAQs 

 Do cats get a chance to ‘catch’ the laser?  

The laser occasionally stops during the play mode for a few seconds. This allows your pet 

to ‘catch’ the laser before it starts moving again. 

 Does BOLT have a Manual Mode?  

Yes, BOLT has a Manual Mode. In Manual Mode, the laser stays on but the motor does 

not rotate. This allows you to hold the BOLT in your hand and aim it wherever you like 

to create your own laser patterns. In Manual Mode, the BOLT will automatically turn off 

after 15 minutes. Press the on/off button to turn off the BOLT before 15 minutes. 

To activate Manual Mode: 

1. Press on/off button to turn the BOLT on. 

2. Press on/off button and hold for 3 seconds. 

 How can I control BOLT?  

You can aim the toy to project on the floor, walls, or other objects. There is an adjustable 

mirror which allows you to change the angle of the laser to increase or decrease the size 

of the play area. 

There are two plays settings, Automatic Mode and Manual Mode. When you turn the 

BOLT on, Automatic Mode is activated so the laser moves automatically in a random 

pattern and will automatically turn off after 15 minutes. In Manual Mode, the laser 

remains still so you can maneuver the laser with your hand to interact directly with your 

pet. 

 How is the toy powered?  

All of our laser toys use low-level lasers. BOLT operates with 4 AA batteries. DART, 

DART DUO™, and POUNCE toys operate with 3 AA batteries. 

 

 How long does BOLT run in Automatic Mode?  

BOLT auto mode lasts 15 minutes. When BOLT is first turned on it is in the auto mode 

and after 15 minutes of play, BOLT will turn off. You can also turn off BOLT before the 

15 minutes expire by pressing the on/off button. 

 What are the differences between BOLT and DART?  

BOLT DART 
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Random laser patterns on floor or 

wall 

Circular random laser patterns on the 

floor 

Place on a shelf, table, or hand Place on the floor 

Perfect for cats or dogs Perfect for cats and dogs 

Auto or manual mode Auto mode only 

1 speed setting 4 speed settings 

15 minute playtime 5, 10, 15, or 20 minute playtime 

 What is the best way to play with laser toys?  

Veterinarians recommend you supervise pets while playing with laser toys. Always use 

toys in accordance with the instructions in the user manual. 

It is also important to provide tangible rewards such as treats and affection during play 

with lasers. 

When first starting out, we recommend starting in Manual Mode to observe your pet’s 

reactions to the new toy. 

 Which FroliCat products do the replacement teasers fit?  

FroliCat Replacement Teasers are for the FroliCat SWAY and FroliCat TWITCH only. 

 My pet knocks the toy over during playtime. ? 

Some cats and dogs are very enthusiastic about catching the laser. If your pet knocks over 

the toy during play, you can attach a suction cup or a velcro strip to the bottom of the toy. 
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